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Forthcoming Meeting Speakers and subjects: 
 
17th Feb  2016  -  "What Cassini Has Taught Us About Saturn. Jay Nair  
16th Mar  2016 -   "The  Atlas experiment at Cerns Large Hadron Collider" Professor Antonella de Santo 
20th April  2016 - "Cosmology" Bob Turner  
18th May  2016 - ”Mars in Opposition” - Melanie Davies 
15th Jun  2016 - TBA 
20th Jul  2016  – "Bright Lights and the Cosmos" Jane Green   
 

Announcements 
TUESDAY OBSERVING EVENINGS 

 

Members evening are held from 7.30pm till around 11.00pm and every Tuesday thereafter. If in doubt 
about the sky conditions I can be reached on 01903 505346 during the day or on the observatory mobile 
07754821357.    All are welcome. 

FOR SALE 
  

Brand new Celestron 8 only used 2 or 3 times 
 Offers please.  

 Paul Stevens tel., 01903 366551 

 
 

 

 

http://www.janegreenastronomy.co.uk/#!about/c10fk


Almanac 
 

 

All times U.T  for B.S.T. Add one hour 
 

Rise and set times are for Worthing 
 

February /  March 
 

LUNAR   
 
February       Date    Time     Rise     Set 
 
First quarter    15th    07.46     10.53   00.56 
Full Moon       22nd   18.20      17.28   06.41 
Apogee           27th    03.28      405,383 km 
 
March 
 
Last quarter     1st     23.11     00.41   10.15 
New Moon       9th     01.54     06.39   18.43 
Perigee           10th    07.04    359,510 km 
First quarter    15th    17.03    10.20   01.02 
 
  EARTH 
 
February Sunrise Sunset 
 
15th  07.15  17.17 
22nd  07.01  17.29 
 
March 
 
1st  06.45  17.43 
9th  06.27  17.56 
15th  06.14  18.06 
 
 
  PLANETS 
                  (As at February 18th) 
   
  Rises Sets Mag 
Mercury 06.24 15.04  -0.05 
Morning object, quite bright but elongation decreasing 

Venus  06.07 14.44 -4.30 

Still an easy pre-dawn object throughout this period 

Mars  01.00 10.09 +0.51 

Morning object now  in central Libra and brightening 

Jupiter  19.08 08.07 -2.30 

Morning object visible from mid-evening retrograding in eastern Leo 

Saturn  02.56 11.19 +0.63 
Moning object in Ophiuchus 

Uranus  08.41 21.50 +5.89 

Early evening object in southern Pisces 

Neptune 07.35 18.12 +7.96 

Early evening object in Aquarius approaching conjunction 

Pluto  05.09 13.33 +14.29 

Early morning object in Sagittarius - but invisible to us anyway 

 
 
 
 
 
 

PHENOMENA 
 
February 
 
Day Hour 
 
24th  04 Jupiter 2º N of Moon 
28th  23 Neptune at solar conjunction 
29th  18 Mars 4º S of Moon 
 
March 
 
2nd  07 Saturn 3.5º S of Moon 
7th  11 Venus 3.5º S of Moon 
8th  05 Mercury 4º S of Moon 
8th  11 Jupiter at opposition 
8th  12 Neptune 2º S of Moon 
9th  02 Total solar eclipse 
10th  22 Mercury 1.5º S of Neptune 
11th       01 Uranus 2º N of Moon 
20th   04        Vernal equinox  
20th  14 Venus 0.5º N of Neptune 
 

Minima of Algol 
 

February      19th  05.54    22nd  02.42     24th   23.36 
                      27th  20.24         
 
March           13th  04.30  16th   01.18    18th   22.06  
                      
 
 

Lunar Occultations 
Times as at Greenwich U.T. 

 
Date Z.C. No       Mag    Phase  U.T. 
 
February 
 
13th      327  4.4 Diss     19.28 
16th      635  3.7 Diss     01.48 
19th    1197  5.8 Diss     22.49 
21st    1409  5.0 Diss     17.45 
23rd     1549  5.1 Reapp  03.35 
 
March 
 
15th      878  5.5 Diss     20.10 
16th    1029  5.2 Diss     19.08 
 

Richard Godley



MEMBER’S SUCCESSFUL OBSERVING EVENING 
 

 

Throughout all of last December our Observatory was only used once due to the very bad weather and an electrical 
breakdown. The electrical problem is now solved and on Tuesday the 19

th
 January we had a cloudless member’s evening 

with excellent seeing. The evening was clear, calm and cold. Of course a nine day old moon chose to join us high in the 
southern sky. 
 
I telephoned four members and all joined me. They were Alex Vincent, Wendy Knaap and John Burrows. Over the next 
three hours we were to observe eight objects. Remember members evenings are held every Tuesday from 7.30pm if it is 
reasonably clear and you can come and go as you wish. 
 
The GoTo system was to work faultlessly all the evening as does the rate of right ascension drive which is excellent. We 
began by observing the moon with the Celestron 11” aperture with a focal length ratio of eleven point two. We have a wide 
range of eyepieces giving many levels of magnification and fields of view over two degrees. The whole moon can be seen 
in the very wide field of the 90mm refractor with a focal ratio of 6.6. With this refractor the various features within the lunar 
landscape are fascinating and striking. If you have never seen the lunar landscape up close this is a must !  
 
I often ask those present what they would like to see and John Burrows mentioned Uranus and the great Andromeda 
spiral galaxy. The bright moon meant we could not see the galaxy with the naked eye which you normally can but our 
GoTo facility soon had the nucleus centred in the field of view. This galaxy is in our local group of which it is the largest 
member and 2.2 million light years away. Within three billion years this galaxy will collide with our own Milky Way. It will 
become all we can see in our night sky as it continues to get ever closer. This galaxy is also known as M31 and when we 
look at the bright nucleus we are looking at trillions of stars. 
 
We then centred on Uranus low in the western sky. I have already said the seeing was good but I was shocked by my 
sight of this planet to the order of two thousand million miles away. I have never seen it so well. You could clearly see it 
was a globe and it had a strong blue colour. Others could see what I meant. I have seen it many times before but not so 
well as this. Later we turned to Jupiter which was rising in the eastern sky. To our surprise the thermals spoilt our view of 
this planet which was badly shimming and unclear. 
 
M45 is a bright star cluster containing many very hot blue white young stars in Taurus. With a wide field optical system 
very many stars can be seen but not so many this evening as this star cluster also known as the Pleiades or Seven 
Sisters was very close to the moon. 
 
We then observed the very close double star Castor that marks one the heads of the twins in Gemini. The separation is 
just 3.9 seconds of arc so fairly large telescope is required to see it split. The two stars form a binary system with an orbit 
of 500 years and is a lovely gold/orange colour. 
 
I have a green laser pen and with it I showed the Winter Ring of first magnitude stars that surround the constellation of 
Onion.  The ring is made up of Procyon, Sirius, Rigel, Aldebaran, Capella, Castor and Pollux. At the centre of this Ring of 
bright stars is the red super giant Betelgeuse.  
 
Finally Alex left the Observatory carrying his tripod and camera out on to the grass to photograph the comet Catalina. This 
comet was around 6th magnitude but because of the big high moon we could not see it with the naked eye. The comet is 
now circumpolar which means it does not set and is high in the sky in the constellation of Ursa Minor. Alex used his digital 
electronic camera and with just a three second exposure that shows no trailing obtained a fine photograph and what was 
noticeable was its bright green colour. Alex explained how he got the comet right into the centre of his field of view even 
though he could not even see where to point his camera. His secret was that he took several frames in the rough direction 
where he already knew where the comet was in the sky then he examined each shot that now showed where the comet 
was making adjustments centring the comet finally into his field of view. It seemed that Alex had only just left the 
observatory before he was stepping back in with an excellent image of the comet. 
 
Astronomy is a difficult hobby in the UK due to our weather and we have periods when observing is impossible for weeks. 
It has been my hobby for fifty seven years and I find I always bounce back and when you have an evening as good as this 
particular evening I understand why. 
 
Graham L, Boots 

 



Observations of Mercury other Planets 2015-2016  
 

 

In the November 2015 edition of The Orbit I gave WAS members details of how Mercury could be observed in 
the evening twilight sky in difficult circumstances during December 2015 and January 2016.  And the 
circumstances certainly turned out to be even more difficult than expected.  
 
The period I suggested members should look out for Mercury was from December 10th to January 9th, a whole 
month of opportunity.  In fact I started looking a few days before the 10th.  By mid-month and beyond, with 
mostly grey skies and occasionally small gaps in the cloud, I was beginning to wonder whether any half-decent 
opportunity would arise.    
 
Finally on Sunday December 20th there was a partially clear sky to the south-west and I spent a long time 
looking into the gaps as the cloud drifted slowly, fearing that Mercury would never be in the right place.  Just 
when I was on the verge of giving up I managed to find it for a mere 3 minutes before the cloud enveloped it 
again. 
 
The next time I saw it, for slightly longer this time but still through a gap in the cloud, was on December 26TH - 
Boxing Day. I must admit that both sightings so far had been on occasions when we had family present and I 
had basically gone AWOL to make these observations. 
 
I next observed Mercury on January 3rd, by which time it was above the horizon for over 90 minutes. However, 
it had faded from magnitudes better than -0.5, which had been stable for some time, to +0.10 and it had 
passed its greatest elongation from the Sun. This time the sky cleared early enough for me to observe the 
planet for over 30 minutes.   
 
Two evenings later on the 5th the magnitude of Mercury was +0.55 and setting earlier than on the 3rd but I was 
able to catch it quite easily and observe it for a while.   
 
My final observation was on January 7th.  By that date Mercury’s magnitude had declined substantially to only 
+1.20.  Within 2 more days it would be fainter than magnitude 2.  It was now setting only 76 minutes after the 
Sun and I didn’t see it for long in a decent sky for observing.     
 
Mercury reached inferior conjunction on January 14th and then joined Jupiter, Mars, Saturn and Venus in the 
morning sky.  I got up early on the morning of January 25th to see those other four planets, not expecting to find 
Mercury, thinking it would still be in too bright a sky, but there it was.   
 
A better opportunity was to come in February.  Just as well because clear skies were few and far between for a 
while, but on February 3rd I did see all 5 visible planets again, with Mercury now only a few degrees east of 
Venus.        
 
Now, you may recall me saying (several times) that at our northern latitudes Mercury is difficult, if not 
impossible, to spot as an evening object in much of the second half of the year - August to well into November 
certainly.  The same difficulty applies to morning observation in the first half of the year.   
 
An early February morning observation is, arguably, equivalent to an evening observation in early August, 
something I have never achieved.  I am hoping this year though. So how have I managed at the first attempt to 
see something equivalent to an evening August observation that has eluded me on at least 20 attempts?  
 
Obviously it helps that Venus is not far away and that morning skies and winter skies can be a lot clearer when 
there is no cloud than those of summer evenings when there can be a heat haze.            
 
The main reason is that when Mercury is a morning object in February it is rising a greater number minutes 
before the Sun than the number of minutes after the Sun that in sets as an evening object in August.  
 
Mercury reaches elongation earlier in a period of morning observability than on a period of evening 
observability, so this is an advantage when it is north of the ecliptic at the start of the period and then moving 
south relative to the ecliptic. 
 



Observations of Mercury other Planets 2015-2016  
 

 

Perhaps crucially the angle the ecliptic makes with the horizon is much shallower in the part of the ecliptic that 
is west of the Sun on late winter mornings than it is on August evenings.  In that sense perhaps February and 
August are not true equivalents anyway.  Probably May morning observations would be of equivalent difficulty 
to August evenings.       
 
With a poor forecast over the next few days (as of February 4th) I don’t know when the next opportunity to view 
all 5 planets will be.  Hopefully I will have more to report next month.   
 

Richard Godley 
 
 
 
 
 



SOCIETY LOAN EQUIPMENT 
  

 

A volunteer is required to look after and loan out to members our five telescopes (two are currently out on loan) and three 
items of electrical instrument (all of these are currently available for loan)  A small area of your home would be needed for 
storage. I have had this task for very many years as a side activity to operating our Observatory when it was in my back 
garden. It involves very little work. 
 
All these items are listed below. 
 
Celestron Refractor 80 mm f11 alt-az mount with tripod and finder.  25 mm, 18mm, 12.5mm, 10mm & 6.3mm Plossl 
eyepieces. Four Eyepieces in all. Pin No. 52 
  
70 mm f 13 homemade refractor with tripod, finder &four eyepieces. This telescope has good optical quality. Pin No. 71 
  
40mm Coronado PST Ha Solar refracting telescope f 10 Serial No. 104805 with tripod. Bandwidth <1.0 Pin No.79 
Skywatcher EQ2 equatorial mount with RA drive Serial No. None. fitted to item 79 Pin No. Pin No. 80 Items 79 & 80 come 
as a pair. 
  
Mintron Model No.22S85HC mono astro video camera Serial No L32071383 including Video cable BNC-BNC, BNC-
Phono adapter power supply and 1.25” nosepiece adapter. With four cables in all that are shared with item No.97.Pin 
No.91 
CnM 17” LCD CCTV Security Monitor with four cables, one fitted with step down transformer. This item is used in 
conjunction with item No. 91. Pin No. 97 These two items come as a pair. 
 
This item is on long term loan to the society from Joseph Russell as at 28th March 2012.  
  
Power Tank for EQ2 Serial No. 05110210907 with mains charger lead Pin No.81 and comes with item 65 Currently on 
loan to Clive Wyman 
Celestron NexStar 6 SE Schmidt/Cassegrain f 10 telescope with GoTo Handbox & Tripod. Serial No. S12676 six inch 
aperture. Fitted with a Sky Watcher 9 X 50 finder. Dew cap, electric cable and E-Lux 25mm & Plossl eyepiece included 
Pin No.65 Pin No. 65 and 81 come as a pair. 
  
Atik ATK 4000C CCD camera Serial No. 0905131. 2” dia. adapter, USB cable, CD, automobile lighter plug and AC 
electrical power lead/plug. Pin No. 82. 
  
Sky Watcher 200P 8” Newtonian telescope on manual EQ5 equatorial mounted fitted with polar scope on tripod. 
50mmX8? finder.  With 1 ¼” diameter 25mm & 10mm eyepieces, moon filter and 2X Barlow. Pin No.115 Currently on loan 
to Phil Zyambo   
 2” diameter 32mm PanaView eyepiece. Pin No. 116. Currently on loan to Phil Zyambo. 
  
All enquiries to Graham Boots tel; 01903 505346



A VIEW FROM THE SOUTHERN 

HEMISPHERE 
 

 

When you live in Sussex or thereabouts you get accustomed to waking up in the morning and if it is a sunny day, which 
has recently been a rare event you see the sun rise in the east and it will set in the west.  At  midday the sun is overhead 
but to the south.  Where I currently am the only change is that there is more sun and at midday it is overhead but to the 
north. 
 
I'm currently in the suburbs of Auckland and, in general, light pollution is not too bad though we are on the side of a hill 
about two hundred feet above the main source of light, not a bad site.  The night skies here are absolutely stunning - if 
you know what you are looking at! 
 
The baggage allowance would have allowed me to pack my Nexstar 4SE but my back, and the logistics of two large 
suitcases precluded this.  So I thought I would just have a bash at some photos with my Canon 1000D the 55mm to 
250mm telephoto lens and a $7 tripod! 
 
Now I thought to myself what would be worth trying to get a picture of that may not be available in the northern 
hemisphere - obvious, the Southern Cross. I took me two nights just to get the camera to play with me. The result of this 
effort is below.   
 
Just below, and to the right of Mimosa is what appears to be a clump of stars.  Are they stars or is it dust? 
 

 
 

The Southern Cross 
  



A VIEW FROM THE SOUTHERN 

HEMISPHERE 
 

 

The next photograph was just an opportune shot.  Just leaving the hotel in Wellington at about 9:30 am I 
looked up and saw the moon.  Although it was a bright sunny day I decided to take a picture.  Full telephoto 
and using the camera technology (I set it to auto) I clicked. 
 

 
 

The Moon 
I did tweak the picture a bit to get some of the detail to show. 
  



A VIEW FROM THE SOUTHERN 

HEMISPHERE 
 

 

 
Finally, Orions Belt.  To get anything sensible a longish exposure ,five seconds, was used.  This, coupled with 
the $7 tripod means it is a bit blurry but it can be identified.  No doubt some of the more experienced members 
can identify some of the other objects. 
 

 
Orions Belt 

Al Stepney - February 2016. 



Epimetheus – Saturn’s 11th Moon 
 

 

Epimetheus is an 116km diameter satellite moon of Saturn and is the subject of this month’s Moons of Saturn. It is 
Saturn’s 11

th
 moon and along with Janus (see January’s article) forms an interesting pair of satellite moons.   

Richard Walker is credited as the discoverer of Epimetheus, which was identified as recently as December 18
th
 1966. This 

discovery could have been Janus as only three days earlier,  Audouin Dolifus also discovered an object which he decided 
to call Janus. As the orbits of Janus and Epimetheus are only 50Km apart, it would have been very difficult to correctly 
predict that there were in fact two separate moons. So Dolifus could have discovered Epimetheus or Janus. 
In October 1978, Stephen Larson and John Fountain explained correctly that indeed there were two moons and Voyager 
1 actually confirmed this during its fly-past of Saturn. 
 

 
 

Picture from Cassini showing Janus & Epimetheus 
 

Epimetheus orbits Saturn at a slight incline of 0.351 degrees from the equator at a distance of 151,410Km and the orbital 
period is just over half a day. So these two moons are speeding round Saturn at quite a pace. 
 
Epimetheus has several craters greater than 30Km wide and may have been subject to collisions in the past. It is also 
possible that Janus and Epimetheus was actually one object that broke up due to gravitational forces from Saturn.  

 
With a very low density and high albedo (light reflection) it would seem that this moon is a porous body consisting mainly 
of ice. However these are theories at this time and further studies are required to confirm these findings. A mystery is that 
there appears to be a lighter and darker and smoother surface on this moon. The current theory on this is that the darker 
surface is sloping and thus exposes icy surfaces when the material slides down. 

 
Epimetheus – Taken by Cassini in Dec 2015 



Epimetheus – Saturn’s 11th Moon 
 

 

There appears to be a faint ring around both Janus and Epimetheus which extends to 5000km around the moons. This 
ring is assumed to have formed from particles blasted off the surface of the moons by meteorite strikes. Again these are 
assumptions made by scientists and will need confirmation by either further studies or other probes to Saturn. 
 
We have now covered 11 Moons of Saturn and I hope these have been of interest. I encourage feedback and if you have 
other information, please feel free to let me know and we can improve our knowledge of Saturn’s fascinating moons. 

 
Jay Nair - February 2016. 

 
 
 

 


